Modern Apps Power
Digital Transformation Success
Data from Asia Pacific (APAC) responses to a global survey* conducted
during the COVID-19 pandemic reveals that contrary to popular belief,
digital transformation (DX) is not failing. In fact, organisations with flexible
infrastructures and mindsets are providing a blueprint for success in a
digital future where the app experience is the customer experience.

Five Key Findings
1,650** application developers, IT
decision makers and business
decision makers in the APAC
region shared their insights in a
new survey from Vanson Bourne.
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Digital transformation is succeeding,
contrary to some beliefs.

only

2%

only

of respondents said that
their organisation's DX
efforts have not been
successful in any way.

1%

of organisations surveyed
during COVID-19 do not use
modern, cloud-native apps.

Top 3 Benefits of Cloud-Native Apps

Top 3 DX Priorities

45%

Increasing business
efficiency

49%

Enabling remote
workforces

36%

Improving the
customer experience

44%

Maintaining reliable
uptime

39%

Upgrading existing
technology platforms

44%

Pushing quick updates
in response to
changing landscape
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It’s important to put the right people
in the right places.

More APAC organisations report having excellent cross-team
alignment, compared to those in AMER, and EMEA.
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Between App Devs
and Business

Between App
Devs and IT

24%

EMEA

Between IT and
Business

APAC organisations have a heightened focus on
employee-related DX priorities, but fall slightly
behind in prioritisation of customer experience.
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Improving collaboration

Improving employee experience
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Improving customer
experience

Attracting and retaining
the best talent
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42%

Despite progress, there is room
for improvement.

90%

encountered roadblocks to their
organisation's DX strategies

At least 1-in-4 respondents faced these issues:

People

Those in charge of DX changes
did not have the right technical skills

Process

Too many security and regulatory
hurdles or obstacles

Technology
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Too many platforms overcomplicated
the delivery of the DX change

The key to success is a holistic approach to
app development and deployment.

89%
Agree

78%

Organisations will not be able to deliver
a best-in-class end-user experience
without successfully modernising
application/software development.***

78%

Teams must modernise the
technologies they use to develop and
deploy apps and software for dev
projects to be more successful.***

Agree

Agree
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Organisations with software-minded
leaders are more successful.

High-performing organisations provide a
blueprint for improving digital experiences.

High-performing (HP) vs. underperforming (UP) organisations****
81%
48%

41%

68%
26%

More new software/app
development projects
make it into production
at HP organisations.

24%

HPs are more likely than UPs
to agree embracing continuous
integration and delivery is a key
contributor to the success of
DX efforts.

HPs more than UPs strongly
agree organisations with
software-minded leaders
are more successful.

App Modernisation:
A Business Imperative
Enterprises seeking the best results engage with a modern apps partner
that provides a flexible digital foundation and purpose-built capabilities to:

Ship great
software faster

Simplify
multi-cloud ops

Transform dev
and ops, together

* Vanson Bourne survey, commissioned by VMware, of 5,000 app devs, business and IT decision makers
during March and April 2020 across 17 countries globally.
** 1,650 respondents based in the Asia Pacific region (Australia, China, India, Japan and South Korea)
*** Questions only answered by app developers and IT decision makers (N=3350 globally, including 1100 in APAC).
**** High-performing organisations are those growing 15%+ per year and underperforming organisations are those
growing -1% per year.

For full survey results and insights,
visit vmware.com/radius/businesscontinues

